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Abstract

The prevalence of redundancy in the world languages has long puzzled language researchers. It is especially surprising in light of the growing evidence on speakers’ tendency to avoid redundant elements in production (omitting or reducing more predictable elements). Here, we propose that redundancy can be functional for learning. In particular, we argue that redundant cues can facilitate learning, even when they make the language system more complicated. This prediction is further motivated by the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis (Lupyan & Dale, 2010), which suggests that morphological complexity can arise due to the advantage redundancy might confer for child learners. We test these hypotheses in an artificial language learning study with children and adults, where either word order alone or both word order and case marking serve as cues for thematic assignment in a novel construction. We predict, and find, that children learning the redundant language learn to produce it, and show better comprehension of the novel thematic assignment than children learning the non-redundant language, despite having to learn an additional morpheme. Children in both conditions were similarly accurate in producing the novel word order, suggesting redundancy might have a differential effect on comprehension and production. Adults did not show better learning in the redundant condition, most likely because they were at ceiling in both conditions. We discuss implications for theories of language learning and language change.
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1. Introduction

Languages are claimed to be shaped for efficient use, striking an optimal balance between speakers’ preference to minimize production effort, and their need to be understood by their interlocutors (Gibson et al., 2019; Givón, 1991; Haspelmath, 2021; Jaeger & Buz, 2017; Mahowald et al., 2020; Zipf, 1949). An efficient way of balancing between these two opposing pressures is to assign less linguistic material to more predictable meanings, thereby putting less effort into less challenging messages (for...
reviews see Gibson et al., 2019; Jaeger & Buz, 2017). In information-theoretic terms, that means speakers should aim to minimize redundancy in their productions: They should omit or reduce more predictable linguistic material when they can do so without changing the message (Caballero & Kapatsinski, 2015; Dahl, 2004; Gibson et al., 2019; Jaeger, 2010; Pate & Goldwater, 2015). Indeed, there is ample evidence suggesting that speakers adhere to this principle across different levels of linguistic analysis (Aylett & Turk, 2004; Cohen Priva, 2015; Frank & Jaeger, 2008; Jaeger, 2010; Kravtchenko, 2014; Mahowald et al., 2013). For example, English speakers are more likely to contract morphological elements (isn’t vs. is not) when the meaning of the contractible element is more predictable in context (Frank & Jaeger, 2008).

At the same time, however, redundancy is attested in different forms across languages (Hengeveld & Leufkens, 2018; Leufkens, 2020; Trudgill, 2009; Wit & Gillette, 1999). For example, many languages have agreement patterns between an argument and a verb even when both are obligatory and mark the same meaning (Haig & Forker, 2018). English, for instance, requires the morpheme -s to mark third person singular on verbs (e.g., the man walks), even though both features (third person and singularity) can be deduced from the subject, whose expression is obligatory. Another example that is attested in a number of typologically diverse languages is a phenomenon known as multiple exponence, where a single meaning is redundantly marked using multiple morphological markers (Caballero & Harris, 2012; Caballero & Kapatsinski, 2015; Harris, 2017). In Choguita Rarámuri, for example, words containing an inner derivational marker for causatives and applicatives can have a second, optional, marker suffixed to the noun (e.g., ‘su-n-ma’ vs. ‘su-n-ki-ma’, both meaning ‘s/he will sew it for X’. Caballero & Kapatsinski, 2015). Importantly, languages can also redundantly mark grammatical information: One such example is the encoding of thematic assignment (who is doing what to whom) by both word order and case marking (Levshina, 2020; Siewierska, 1998). Japanese, for instance, has case marking on top of a relatively rigid word order (Levshina, 2020).

How can the presence of redundancy in language structure be reconciled with speakers’ tendency to avoid it in production? The answer to this question may lie in understanding the function of redundancy in language. Here, we propose that redundancy can be functional for learning. In particular, we suggest that (a) speakers increase (or maintain) the use of redundant cues when conversing with learners, and (b)
redundancy can facilitate learning under certain conditions. This proposal is compatible with the principles of efficient communication: The balance between effort and understandability should change depending on the comprehension ease or difficulty within a conversation (Aylett & Turk, 2004; Buz et al., 2016; Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015). In particular, speakers should use more linguistic material when their listener is seen as having more difficulty in comprehension, as in the case of learners. The first prediction has gained support from several recent studies, showing that speech directed to learners is more redundant than speech directed to proficient speakers (Pate & Goldwater, 2015; Tal, Grossman, & Arnon, 2021; Tal, Grossman, Rohde, et al., 2021). There is also evidence that redundant cues can facilitate learning across several linguistic and non-linguistic domains. However, there is less evidence for the facilitative effect of redundant linguistic cues, where the cues themselves have to be used as part of the linguistic system. In the next section we review this literature in detail and outline our research question.

1.1. Redundancy and language learning

The advantage of multiple cues in learning has been demonstrated for different cognitive domains such as vision (Sloutsky & Robinson, 2013) and category formation (Yoshida & Smith, 2005). There is also evidence suggesting that redundant cues benefit various aspects of language learning. First, various studies document the facilitative role of multimodal cues for language learning (Murgiano, Motamedi, & Vigliocco, 2020, for a related discussion on the role of multimodal cues in language processing, see Holler & Levinson, 2019). In particular, it has been suggested that having coordinated presentation of the same information across more than one modality facilitates infants’ attention and learning (The Intersensory Redundancy Hypothesis, Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000; Bahrick et al., 2004; Flom & Bahrick, 2010). For example, melody facilitates learning of lyrics (Thiessen & Saffran, 2009) and tactile cues facilitate statistical learning of tone co-occurrence patterns (Lew-Williams et al., 2019). A recent computational model demonstrated that multimodal cues can benefit mappings between forms and meanings (Monaghan, 2017). The cues were probabilistic in the learning phase (appeared only some of the time), and were absent during testing (where only the labels appeared). In line with our prediction, the computational model showed that words were learned better from multiple cues (pointing, prosody, and distributional cues) compared to single cues.
Less work has asked whether redundant linguistic cues (presented in the same modality) are also advantageous for learning, though this has been suggested (Audring, 2014; E. Bates & MacWhinney, 1989; Christiansen & Monaghan, 2006), and there is some evidence to support this idea. Morgan, Meier, and Newport (1987) had adult participants learn phrase-structure rules in an artificial language. For some of the participants the training input (but not the test) contained additional morphological or prosodic cues to phrase boundary. They found that when participants’ input included redundant cues to phrase structure, they learned it successfully, but did not manage to learn it when there was no redundancy. A similar pattern was reported by Gerken, Wilson, and Lewis (2005) in work with infants: 17-month-old infants were only able to assign nouns to the correct gender class when gender was marked redundantly by both a word ending and a suffix.

While these examples support the general notion that redundancy benefits language learning, they differ from our research question in an important way. The multiple cues used in these studies did not have to be learned in and of themselves: Learners did not have to reproduce them themselves (e.g., even if a word was learned together with a pointing gesture, the learner was not expected to reproduce the pointing together with the new meaning). In these studies, we cannot tell whether the redundant cue itself was fully mastered (i.e. used correctly in production and perception), and whether mastering it facilitated learning of the whole system (see discussion in Leufkens, 2020). In natural languages, redundant linguistic cues need to be learned as part of the linguistic system. When learning a language with a redundant case marking cue, for example, case marking has to be learned as part of the language. Unlike a pointing gesture which can direct attention to a certain element even if pointing is not used in subsequent productions, the learner is expected to learn both how to use case marking to identify thematic assignment, and how to produce the correct case marking when they speak. For this reason, languages with redundant morphemes are considered more complex (Bentz et al., 2016; Dahl, 2004; Lupyan & Dale, 2010), and the possible learning advantage they confer is debatable (Leufkens, 2020). On the one hand, redundancy affords the listener additional cues for the relation to be learned (Audring, 2014; E. Bates & MacWhinney, 1989; Macwhinney, 1987). On the other hand, the addition of redundant cues adds complexity and can make the system less transparent, for instance, by hampering systematic one-to-one mapping between meaning and form (Hengeveld & Leufkens, 2018; Leufkens, 2020). Leufkens
(2020) suggests that the seemingly contradictory effect redundancy may have on learning can be partly resolved by differentiating two aspects of learning. While learning the *redundantly marked feature* can be facilitated by redundancy (e.g., the acquisition of grammatical gender), learning the *redundant cue itself* might not be (e.g., the acquisition of the rules for redundant gender marking). A similar distinction between the advantage of cues for learning as opposed to the learnability of the cues themselves is made in the Competition Model (E. Bates & MacWhinney, 1989; Macwhinney, 1987; MacWhinney, 2001). In this framework, language comprehension is based on the detection of a series of cues. Comprehension is impacted by the reliability and availability of the cues at hand, and the way they interact with one another. However, at the same time, cues also have a *cost*: They themselves have to be perceived, processed and stored in memory (E. Bates & MacWhinney, 1989). If a cue is very costly, it can be abandoned despite its informativity.

Given the distinction between learning something a redundant cue directs attention to, and learning the redundant cues themselves, we go beyond previous work to ask whether redundant linguistic cues can facilitate language learning despite the added cost of having to learn and produce an additional element. We predict that learners will produce a redundant cue (indicating they learned it), and that such redundancy will facilitate comprehension, despite the added complexity of learning another cue (see discussion of possible differences between comprehension and production in section 1.4 below). In line with previous work, we adopt the information-theoretic notion of redundancy where omission and reduction of linguistic material (here specifically, morphemes) with no change to the message is seen as reducing redundancy (Caballero & Kapatsinski, 2015; Frank & Jaeger, 2008; Jaeger, 2010; Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015). Before presenting our case study in detail, we turn to discuss a further motivation for testing the relation between redundancy and learning.

1.2. Are all learners alike? – The linguistic niche hypothesis

Examining the link between redundancy and learning is also motivated by a recent influential proposal about the impact of different kinds of learners on the morphological complexity of a language. A growing body of work suggests that languages spoken by a larger proportion of adult learners seem to become more morphologically simplified over time (Bentz et al., 2015; Bentz & Winter, 2013; Dale & Lupyan, 2012; Lupyan & Dale,
The Linguistic Niche Hypothesis (LNH, Dale & Lupyan, 2012; Lupyan & Dale, 2010) accounts for this tendency and offers a possible solution for an additional important question: Why are some languages more morphologically complex than others? The LNH accounts for this by proposing a causal link between the prominent type of language learners in a community and the degree of morphological complexity of the language. The hypothesis is that languages adapt themselves over time to serve the particular needs of their learners. According to this account, children and adults differ in the impact of redundancy on learning: While child learners benefit from redundancy, adult learners do not (or at least not to the same degree). As a result, languages spoken by larger proportion of adult learners are predicted to lose morphological complexity over time, while languages spoken by a smaller proportion of adult learners (hence, more child learners) are predicted to sustain it. While intuitively appealing, there is no direct evidence that children benefit from redundant cues in learning whereas adults do not. Here, we will test the impact of redundancy on both child and adult learners, to see (a) whether redundancy benefits learning, and (b) whether it is facilitative to a different degree for child and adult learners. We focus on the morpho-syntactic redundancy of word order and case marking and use the transitive construction as a test case.

1.3. The transitive construction

Languages use different cues to indicate who-did-what-to-whom in the transitive construction (Levshina, 2020). Two prominent cues are word order and case marking (Ibbotson & Tomasello, 2009; Levshina, 2020). Investigating learning when both cues are used as opposed to only one of them allows us to examine the possible advantage of redundant marking. The contribution of different cues to sentence interpretation has been studied extensively within The Competition Model (E. Bates et al., 1982; Macwhinney, 1987; MacWhinney, 2001). In this framework, comprehension of thematic assignment is based on the detection of cues identifying the agent and the patient, like case marking and word order. Comprehension is determined by the reliability and availability of these cues, and whether the cues work in coalition (mark the same meaning) or competition. Coalition of cues is predicted to facilitate comprehension of thematic assignment (E. Bates et al., 1982; E. Bates & MacWhinney, 1989; Ibbotson &
Stemming from this theoretical framework, studies in various languages have tested how children utilize cues to comprehend transitive constructions. Dittmar, Abbot-Smith, Lieven and Tomasello (2008) examined the relative reliance of German-speaking toddlers on word order and case marking. They found that 2;6-year-olds could comprehend transitive sentences only when both cues were used. The findings that children tend to rely on coalition of cues were replicated across several languages (Cantonese: Chan, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2009; Japanese: Matsuo, Kita, Shinya, Wood, & Naigles, 2012; Warlpiri: O’Shannessy, 2010). These findings seem to support the hypothesis that redundant cues benefit learning. However, in many of these cases, the redundant form is also the prototypical and the most frequent form in child-directed speech (Dittmar et al., 2008; Ibbotson & Tomasello, 2009). It is therefore not clear whether comprehension was facilitated because of the redundant cues, or because of the greater familiarity of young children with these constructions (which happened to also have redundant cues). In the current study we tease these two factors apart by conducting an artificial language learning experiment.

1.4. The Current Study

In the current study, we use an artificial language learning task to assess the impact of redundant morpho-syntactic cues on children and adults learning a novel language. We use the same task with both age groups to enable direct comparison between them. For each age group we compare the learnability of transitive constructions in two versions of an artificial language with fixed OSV word order. In one version, there were no additional cues to thematic assignment (the control language), and in the other, there was an additional case marking cue on objects (the redundant language): This cue was redundant because the fixed word order means that thematic assignment could be fully deduced from the linear ordering of the words. We use OSV word order because it differs from the dominant word order of Hebrew (SVO) — the language of the participants in our study. Following exposure, we test both comprehension and production of sentences in the novel language. Our main prediction is that the presence of a redundant cue will facilitate comprehension of thematic assignment: We predict that learners of the redundant language will use the case marking cue in production (indicating they learned it as part of the linguistic system), and more importantly, that they will show better
comprehension of the thematic assignment compared to learners of the control language. The redundant language should be advantageous even though the control language is simpler by not containing an additional cue to perceive or learn (Dahl, 2004; Lupyan & Dale, 2010). In other words, we predict that having case marking will benefit comprehension despite the added burden of attending to it and producing it. As a secondary goal, we wanted to explore the impact of the redundant cue on producing other aspects of the language, in our case, word order: We wanted to see if learners of the redundant language will be more (or less) accurate in their production of the novel word order than learners of the control language. The predictions regarding word order accuracy in production are less clear-cut. On the one hand, if redundancy helps learners better master the entire linguistic system, it could lead to more accurate production of various aspects of the language. In our design, this would mean that learners of the redundant language will be more accurate at producing the correct word order than learners of the control language, and that using the redundant case marking cue will be associated with increased accuracy in producing the correct word order. Alternatively, the need to produce an additional element could make the sentences in the redundant language harder to produce. In our design this would mean that case marking would facilitate comprehension of thematic assignment, but it will not facilitate production of the correct word order. Such a dissociation between comprehension and production pressures is documented in other linguistic domains, such as semantic extension (Harmon & Kapatsinski, 2017) and regularization (Schwab et al., 2018).

2. Method
2.1. Participants

60 children (age range: 7;0-9;0y, mean age: 7.10y, 19 females) and 56 adults (age range: 20–38y, mean age: 25y, 26 females) took part in the study. All child participants were visitors at the Bloomfield Science Museum in Jerusalem. They were recruited for this study as part of their visit to the Israeli Living Lab in exchange for a small reward. Parental consent was obtained for all children. Adult participants were students at the Hebrew University (recruited for this study for credit or payment). All participants were native Hebrew speakers, and none of them had known language or learning disabilities. In each age group participants were randomly assigned to one of the two language
conditions: the redundant language (30 child participants, 28 adult participants) and the control language (30 child participants, 28 adult participants).

2.2. Materials

In both conditions, participants were exposed to the same lexicon, which was composed of 6 semi-artificial Hebrew nouns (Hebrew nouns with nonce suffixes) and two Hebrew verbs. All nouns corresponded to masculine human characters, and indicated professions (e.g., clown, chef). The verbs were the Hebrew words of "kick" and "touch". The constituent order of the language in both conditions was the non-Hebrew like OSV. In the redundant language a nonce case marking ("pazz") followed all objects, while in the control language there was no such case marking. This cue was also non-native-like: Hebrew doesn't have post-nominal case-marking on objects. Sentences were concatenated from recordings of the individual words spoken by a female native Hebrew speaker. Participants saw and described the exact same drawings in both conditions.

2.3. Procedure

Participants were told they were going to meet some aliens who "say things differently from us" and that they would learn to speak like these aliens (adult participants were told that the experiment is designed for children, to explain the child-like instructions, but that the learning itself would not be easy). Participants sat with headphones in front of a computer. Child participants sat next to a research assistant, who provided them with verbal instructions. They saw drawings and heard recorded descriptions of these drawings in the alien-language. The experiment had several stages of training before reaching the crucial sentence production and comprehension stage (see Figure 1). First, a noun exposure phase, in which participants saw each character, heard its name in the alien language, and had to repeat the name out loud (6 trials, one per noun). In both conditions, the noun label was presented without case marking. This was followed by a noun comprehension test (12 trials, two per noun) where participants saw two drawings, heard one label and had to match the label to the correct drawing. Feedback was provided after each trial. The following phase was sentence exposure (12 trials) where participants

---

1 The drawings were based on the stimuli from Branigan, Pickering and Cleland (2000), and were produced by Sara Rolando. They are courtesy of Kenny Smith and Jennifer Culbertson from the University of Edinburgh.
saw a drawing of a transitive action (involving two of the characters, all characters could appear as agents and patients), heard a transitive sentence, and had to repeat it. The position of the agent and the patient in the drawing (left vs. right) was counterbalanced.

The next stages assessed what participants had learned. The first was a sentence comprehension test (12 trials) where participants saw two drawings of events, heard a sentence, and had to match the sentence to the correct drawing. All the sentences here involved previously unheard combinations of agents and patients. The participants had to use the mouse to choose the matching drawing. No feedback was given. The next phase was a sentence production test (12 trials) where participants saw previously unseen drawings of transitive actions and had to describe them in the alien-language (that is, orally produce entire sentences themselves). Participants’ descriptions were recorded. These two tests allowed us to estimate how well participants learned how to produce and comprehend the novel transitive constructions. Participants in the redundant language condition had an additional sentence forced-choice phase (12 trials) to ensure they noticed the case marking cue. In this phase, they saw a previously unseen drawing, heard two descriptions of it, and had to choose the correct one. One option had case marking (like the sentences they heard before) and one was without case marking (as in the control language). Participants had to say which sentence better described the drawing by pressing "1" or "2", corresponding to the order in which the options were presented.
Figure 1: Experimental procedure (A-F). The sentence forced-choice phase (F) appeared only in the redundant language condition. The language was only aurally presented in the experiment. The written form appears here only for demonstration.
3. Results

3.1. Comprehension

To make sure the lexicon was learned well in both conditions, we first examined participants’ performance in the noun comprehension test. Indeed, participants in both age groups learned the lexicon equally well (this was confirmed by Wilcoxon rank sum tests. adults: control 99.7%, redundant 99.4%, W=406, p=0.57; children: control 96.6%, redundant 98.6%, W=419.5, p=0.45). We next turned to our variable of interest — participants’ performance in the sentence comprehension test, to see if comprehension was improved in the redundant language. Figure 2 shows the comprehension scores of each age group in each language condition. We used a mixed-effect logistic regression model to examine the effect of language condition and age group on sentence comprehension (using the glmer function in R software, D. Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015, and the maximum random effect structure justified by the data that converged, Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). The dependent variable was accuracy on each trial. The model included fixed effects for condition (redundant vs. control, sum coded), age group (children vs. adults, sum coded), their interaction, and trial number (centered). The model included random intercepts for participants (see Table 1 for full model).

As predicted, comprehension scores were higher in the redundant language condition, indicating the redundant morpheme facilitated learning of thematic assignment (92% vs. 75%, β=0.84, SE=0.21, p<0.001). In addition, adults received higher comprehension scores than children (90% vs. 78%, β=0.7, SE=0.21, p=0.001), as is often the case in lab-based artificial language learning studies (e.g., Culbertson et al., 2019; Raviv & Arnon, 2018). The interaction between condition and age group was not significant (β=-0.28, SE=0.2, p=0.17). As can be seen in Figure 2, however, child and adult learners do seem to differ in their comprehension patterns. While the difference between the two conditions seems small in the adult group, it is much larger in the children’s group. To further investigate this, we conducted post-hoc simple effects models for each of the age groups separately. Each model included fixed effects for condition (redundant vs. control, sum coded), and trial number (mean-centered), and random intercepts for participants. The model for the children’s group had an additional fixed effect for child’s age (mean-centered, see Tables 2 and 3 for full models). While there was no difference between the
conditions for adults (93% vs. 86%, $\beta=0.74$, SE=0.48, $p=0.12$), children showed significantly better learning in the redundant language condition (91% vs. 65%, $\beta=1.04$, SE=0.2, $p<0.001$). Importantly, the lack of difference for the adults should be interpreted with caution: Adults show high performance in both conditions, and are close to ceiling in the redundant condition, making it hard to tell whether the redundant morpheme could facilitate their learning (like the children).

![Figure 2: Accuracy scores by language condition and age group. The dashed line indicates the chance level; error bars indicate confidence intervals of 95%; individual points indicate by-participant means; numbers represent means.](image)

Table 1: Regression model for comprehension scores in both age groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.687</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>11.329</td>
<td>&lt; .001 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = redundant</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>4.054</td>
<td>&lt; .001 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group=adults</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>3.336</td>
<td>0.001 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial number</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>0.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = redundant* Group=adults</td>
<td>-0.278</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>-1.367</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Here and in all following tables, all fixed effects were sum-coded. The model’s intercept therefore refers to the grand mean of all predictors. In this table, it reflects the log-odds of choosing the correct drawing when the predictor is the mean value of all fixed effects. The significant effect of the intercept indicates that mean performance was significantly above chance (50%).

Table 2: Regression model for comprehension scores in the adult group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>4.344</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>5.863</td>
<td>&lt; .001 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = redundant</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial number</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>-0.607</td>
<td>0.544</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Regression model for comprehension scores in the children group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.801</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>8.501</td>
<td>&lt; .001 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = redundant</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>5.082</td>
<td>&lt; .001 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial number</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.091</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.368</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>-1.123</td>
<td>0.261</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Production

Participant’s productions were transcribed and coded for word order accuracy and use of the case marker to see a) whether case marking was used in productions of the participants in the redundant condition, and b) whether having case marking in the language facilitated the production of the correct word order (i.e., whether word order was more accurately produced in the redundant language than in the control language). Both procedures were done by research assistants blind to the condition and the experimental hypothesis. Four participants in the adult group had no recordings due to experimental error, and one adult participant had recordings that were cut in the middle. Those 5 participants were excluded from the production analysis, leaving us with 25 adult participants in the control condition, and 26 in the redundant condition.

We begin with investigating whether participants in the redundant language condition learned the redundant cue itself. In line with our predictions, children and adults in the redundant language condition produced case marking in the majority of their productions (children: M=85%, SD=33%, adults: M=88%, SD=32%), indicating that they noticed and learned the cue, and treated it as an inherent part of the system, despite its redundancy and the additional effort involved in producing it. This pattern was further confirmed by looking at participants’ responses in the sentence forced-choice phase (recall that only participants in the redundant language condition had this additional part). Both children and adults preferred sentences with case marking (this was confirmed by Wilcoxon rank sum tests. children: M=88%, SD=20%, significantly greater than chance: W=421, p<0.001; adults: M=99%, SD=4%, significantly greater than chance: W=406, p<0.001).

We next turned to compare the production of word order in the two conditions. Figure 3 shows the proportion of producing the correct OSV word order for each age group in each language condition. We used a mixed-effect logistic regression model to examine the effect of language condition and age group on OSV production. The dependent variable was word-order accuracy on each trial (OSV vs. not OSV). The model included fixed effects for condition (redundant vs. control, sum coded), age group (children vs. adults, sum coded), their interaction, and trial number as a centered continuous factor. Additionally, it included random intercepts for participants (see Table 4 for full model). We found no significant difference in word order accuracy between the two conditions,
although the trend was in favor of the redundant language condition (88% vs. 76%, \( \beta=0.75, SE=0.61, p=0.22 \)). There was also no difference between the age groups (90% vs. 76%, \( \beta=0.93, SE=0.61, p=0.13 \)), and no interaction between condition and age group (\( \beta=0.12, SE=0.61, p=0.84 \)). Taken together, production of the correct word order did not seem to be facilitated in the redundant language condition for any of the age groups, but it did not seem to be impeded by it either\(^2\).

Figure 3: Word order accuracy in production by language condition and age group. The dashed line indicates the chance level; error bars indicate confidence intervals of 95%; individual points indicate by-participant means; large points and numbers represent means.

\(^2\)To make sure the effect of condition is not obscured in our analyses because of the bimodality present in the data (see Figure 3), we also tested the difference between the means using non-parametric permutation analysis (the medians were 1 in both age groups and conditions, rendering means as a better summary statistics). We conducted this analysis separately for each age group. This analysis consisted of several steps. First, we calculated the difference between the mean of learners’ mean OSV use in each condition (i.e., the difference between mean OSV use for each age group in the control condition and the redundant condition as seen in Figure 3). Next, we randomly assigned each participant’s mean OSV use to one of the two conditions (i.e., we shuffled the link between production scores and condition). Following this shuffling, we recomputed the difference between the conditions’ means. We repeated this process — shuffling and recomputing the difference between conditions’ means — 10,000 times. Finally, we calculated the proportion of times where the difference between the means was larger in the permutations compared to our original results. This proportion amounts to the \( p \)-value. In both age groups, we found no significant difference in word order accuracy (mean OSV use) between conditions (children: \( p=0.23 \), adults: \( p=0.15 \)).
Finally, to gain more insight into the relation between the production of case marking and the correct word order, we looked at the production patterns of participants in the redundant language condition (since only they could potentially use both cues in production). As mentioned above, children and adults produced case marking in the majority of their productions. Interestingly, participants also mostly produced the correct word order (children: M=82%, SD=35%, adults: M=95%, SD=20%), indicating they managed to learn the non-Hebrew order. Figure 4 shows the proportion of correct word order (OSV) and case marking productions by participants in the redundant language condition. As can be seen in the plot, both children and adults were very consistent in their productions, with most learners always producing both case marking and the correct word order. This pattern could suggest a facilitative relation between the production of case marking and the correct word order. However, our data contains too few errors to test the possibility (or direction) of this possible relation: Learners, especially adult ones, simply did not make enough production errors to carry out a meaningful analysis. In addition, the plot illustrates that error rates were driven by very few participants: Most learners (children and adults) always produced both case marking and the correct word order (19/26 adults and 21/30 children). We return to this in the Discussion.

Table 4: Regression model for OSV production scores in both age groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>3.484</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>&lt; .001 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = redundant</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>1.224</td>
<td>0.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group=adults</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>1.512</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial number</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition = redundant* Group=adults</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.841</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

The presence of redundancy in languages calls for an explanation: If speakers are driven by a bias for efficient communication (Aylett & Turk, 2004; Cohen Priva, 2015; Jaeger, 2010; Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015; Levy & Jaeger, 2007; Pate & Goldwater, 2015; Piantadosi et al., 2011), then why do languages use more than one cue to convey the same information? Our study set out to test the prediction that redundant marking could be functional for learning, and may aid mastery of novel morpho-syntactic structures. In particular, we predicted, and found, that redundant marking can facilitate comprehension of thematic assignment despite the added burden of having to attend to, and produce, an additional cue. Children and adults learned two versions of an otherwise identical artificial language with fixed OSV word order: One version had a redundant morpheme to signal thematic assignment (the redundant language) and one did not (the control language). The redundant language was more complex than the control language, since it contained an additional cue to attend to and learn. Despite this, children learned the cue – as evidenced in them using it in their own productions and in their preferences.
in a forced-choice task – and were more accurate in comprehending the novel thematic assignment in the redundant language. Children showed similar accuracy in producing the correct word order in both conditions: The additional effort of producing the case marking cue did not impede (or facilitate) production of the correct word order. The lack of difference could be interpreted in different ways. It could indicate that redundancy doesn’t facilitate production in the same way as it facilitates comprehension, because the additional cue makes sentences more challenging to produce overall. Alternatively, one could argue that even though sentences are harder to produce in the redundant language, word order accuracy was not impeded, pointing to an overall facilitative effect (comprehension is aided and production is not hurt). Additional work is needed to see whether redundant cues harm production accuracy of other linguistic aspects of a novel language (we further discuss the different pressures involved in production and comprehension below).

Interestingly, the facilitative effect of the redundant morpheme on comprehension was not detected for adult learners, who showed accurate comprehension of thematic assignment, as well as accurate production of word order in both language versions. It is hard to tell whether the lack of effect reflects adults’ greater ease in learning the languages (they were close to ceiling at both measures) or a more fundamental difference in the impact of redundant cues on children and adults, as has been suggested by the LNH (Dale & Lupyan, 2012; Lupyan & Dale, 2010). In the current study, to make the two groups of learners as comparable as possible, children and adults completed the exact same task. This, however, meant that the task was easier for adults. Creating a more complex version for adults could help us clarify whether they indeed benefit less from redundant cues, but would prevent the direct comparison between them and child learners. While various researchers agree that adult learning is a key factor in explaining the simplification of language (Bentz & Winter, 2013; Dahl, 2004; Nettle, 2012; Trudgill, 2011; Wray & Grace, 2007), the question of what gives rise to complexity in the first place is less clear (Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Trudgill, 2011). Under the LNH account, the answer lies in child learners: Child learners are predicted to benefit from redundancy, leading in turn to the creation and preservation of redundancy for languages used by communities with more child learners. Importantly, the current findings support the novel prediction made by the LNH. Future work is needed to further compare the impact of redundancy on learning
between children and adults. One way to go about this is to create a more complex version that is still learnable by children. Another, is to use a design where learning rates can be assessed and compared between the age groups (i.e., children may shower faster learning rates in the redundant condition than in the control while adults may not). Finding that children benefit from redundant cues more than adults, even in a language that is harder to learn, would have important consequences for the LNH and for theories of language change more generally. Such a pattern would join others pointing to differences in the learning biases of children and adults (Culbertson et al., 2019; Gopnik, 2020; Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009), and the impact of these differences on language emergence and change (Labov, 2007; Raviv & Arnon, 2018).

The current study raises additional questions to explore in future work. One is whether the same facilitative effects can be found in other linguistic domains beyond thematic assignment. The phenomenon of multiple exponence, where a single meaning is redundantly marked using multiple morphological markers, is an example in point. A recent study has found that multiple exponence can facilitate language processing, but only when listeners expect it to occur (Caballero & Kapatsinski, 2015). This study was conducted on speakers of Choguita Rarámuri, a language where some meanings are cued by two consecutive suffixes, the second of which is optional. Participants had to recognize words that either had or did not have a redundant suffix, embedded in different levels of acoustic noise. In addition, the experimental stimuli were constructed such that some words were generally easier to recognize in context than others. They found that the redundant morpheme aided recognition when words were generally more difficult to recognize, but made recognition worse when words were generally easier to recognize. The authors concluded that redundancy can benefit processing as a function of speakers’ expectations, which are driven in turn by communicative efficient language use (Caballero & Kapatsinski, 2015). That is, redundancy is expected to appear only when understandability is otherwise compromised, and therefore speakers expect to find redundant forms only when they are needed. However, if redundancy benefits learning, then just like in the current study, multiple exponence might aid learning of novel structures. In ongoing work, we investigate this possibility using an artificial language learning paradigm.
An additional open question has to do with the prediction that redundancy is found more when conversing with learners. In an additional line of work we show that interactions with learners are indeed characterized by more redundancy (Tal, Grossman, & Arnon, 2021; Tal, Grossman, Rohde, et al., 2021). In these studies, we investigate redundancy at the discourse and full-language level. If listeners’ language proficiency impacts the redundancy in speakers’ speech, this should be evident also in morphosyntactic redundancy. Future work could investigate, for example, whether speakers of languages with optional case marking use more case marking when talking to language learners.

Finally, the current study shows that learning from two linguistic cues can facilitate comprehension. However, we do not know the exact cue structure that was learned. That is, we do not know whether learners learned both cues as two converging cues, or as one "rich" cue. This question is further motivated by our finding that most learners in the redundant language condition consistently used both case marking and the correct word order in their productions. We investigate this question in other work by dissociating between the two cues in exposure and testing (Tal & Arnon, in prep). In line with proposals in the language acquisition literature (Ibbotson & Tomasello, 2009), we find that while benefiting learning of thematic assignment, when children learn both cues at once, it hinders their ability to identify the contribution of each cue alone. This highlights an important feature of the language learned in the current study: The redundant cues were deterministic, they were always present (perfectly available, using the terminology of the Competition Model). Importantly, however, redundant cues in natural languages are often probabilistic (E. Bates & MacWhinney, 1989; Levshina, 2020; Monaghan, 2017; Monaghan et al., 2017; Monaghan & Christiansen, 2008). In fact, it has been argued that part of the reason that languages have redundant cues is to compensate for the fact that individual cues are often not deterministic (Monaghan, 2017; Monaghan et al., 2017). In line with this reasoning, when redundant cues appear in learning but not in testing, learning is better facilitated when the cues are probabilistic rather than deterministic (Monaghan, 2017; Monaghan et al., 2017). These results make intuitive sense: If a learner learns a perfectly available cue (one that occurs in each case it is "needed"), but then this cue suddenly disappears, this could impair learning, since the cue may be relied upon as part of the structure learned. When cues are probabilistic, on the other hand, the learned
structure is not exclusively associated with the cues, therefore allowing for their absence (Monaghan, 2017). These findings point to an intricate interplay between the advantage multiple cues hold for learning and the over-reliance they might create when they are too strong.

More broadly, the current findings have implications for our understanding of how language structure in general, and redundancy in particular, are shaped by both communicative and learning biases. Although in many languages the input children hear contains multiple cues for thematic assignment (Dittmar et al., 2008; Ibbotson & Tomasello, 2009), typological studies suggest that languages tend to trade-off these two cues: Languages that rely on fixed word order to encode thematic assignment often lack productive case marking (Koplenig, Meyer, Wolfer, & Mu, 2017; Siewierska, 1998; though see Levshina, 2020). This process can be documented historically in some languages (e.g., Old English, Marchand, 1951, though see Detges, 2009; Pintzuk, 2002 for challenges to these claims). Recent experimental work suggests this trade-off reflects speakers’ bias for efficient communication (Fedzechkina et al., 2017; Fedzechkina & Jaeger, 2020; Roberts & Fedzechkina, 2018). Using artificial language learning paradigms, Fedzechkina and colleagues found that learners preserved case marking in their language when word order was flexible (and there was more ambiguity), but decreased case marking when it was fixed. They suggest that learners aim to avoid redundancy by using case marking only when it is necessary. On the surface, these findings seem to contrast with our own: In our study, learners kept (and used) a redundant morpheme even though it was not necessary for comprehension. However, this highlights the differential impact various pressures can have on language. First, while case marking was deterministic in our design, it was optional (appearing on 67% of objects) in Fedzechkina et al. (2017). The different production patterns found in both experiments are congruent with previous findings on the impact input structure has on production of case marking (K. Smith & Culbertson, 2020). Specifically, it is quite likely that participants in our design were trying to faithfully reproduce the patterns in their input (see also discussion in Fedzechkina et al., 2017). Another important factor to consider is the difference between pressures impacting production and comprehension (e.g., Harmon & Kapatsinski, 2017). While redundant
morphemes can facilitate comprehension, they are costly during production\(^3\) (Fedzechkina & Jaeger, 2020; Kanwal et al., 2017; Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015; Zipf, 1949). In other words, even when redundancy benefits learning, it can still be dispreferred in production. For this reason, redundant morphemes might be more prevalent in speech directed to learners, but less so otherwise. An additional factor which can interact with these pressures, which the current results might be suggestive of, is the possible difference between child and adult learners. Specifically with respect to cues to thematic assignment, redundant cues seem to be prevalent in child-directed speech (Dittmar et al., 2008; Ibbotson & Tomasello, 2009). If adult learners do not benefit from this redundancy to the same extent (Dale & Lupyan, 2012; Lupyan & Dale, 2010), then speech directed to adult learners might have less redundant cues for thematic assignment. This is in line with the finding that languages with more adult learners tend to lose case marking (Bentz & Winter, 2013). In other words, the observed trade-off between case marking and word order seen in many languages might reflect languages’ adaptation to learning biases of adult learners (Bentz & Winter, 2013; Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Trudgill, 2011; Wray & Grace, 2007). Future experimental work is needed to investigate the differences between child and adult learners and the impact these differences might have on redundant morphology.

In sum, the current findings suggest that redundancy of linguistic cues can be facilitative in certain learning situations. This is in line with previous work on the effect of learning from multiple cues (Monaghan, 2017; Sloutsky & Robinson, 2013; L. B. Smith et al., 2010). The present study serves as an important step toward understanding the functionality of redundancy in languages. Our findings show redundant cues can help comprehension of novel constructions even when these cues need to be learned and reproduced as part of the system.

---

\(^3\) There is anecdotal evidence in Fedzechkina et al. (2017) suggesting that although participants decreased the use of redundant case marking in their productions, the redundant case marking was nonetheless beneficial for learning: Prior to participants exclusion, thematic assignment was learned better in the redundant language version compared to the non-redundant version. Importantly, however, in this experiment the different versions rely on difference in word order, making the redundant language more similar to English - participants' native language. A more systematic investigation should therefore be in place.
5. Supplementary material

The data reported in this paper, as well as the scripts used to generate the reported results and figures are available at:

https://osf.io/sa8x5/?view_only=779d66af67ac4eae91d92b6274e1ace7
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